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Experience Execution Success Routine 
 

1. RGM reviews My Taco Bell daily and take note of when the next Experience begins as well as any 

other critical dates that have to do with the Experience. 

2. RGM notifies AGM of upcoming Experience and date LZ course is available (provide them with 

Experience Training Calendar). 

3. AGM assigns Team Member training to MIC’s and themselves who must ensure that the training is 

complete on their shifts. 

4. AGM & RGM follow up during the training phase and provide Coaching & Feedback to MIC’s on 

progress. 

5. RGM and AGM go over Program Implementation Guide in its entirety, paying close attention to 

timelines, ordering recommendations and product mix as well as the items themselves. 

6. 7-10 days prior to the start of the Experience, POP will arrive.  If it does not, AGM contacts Archway 

about the missing POP. 

7. When POP arrives AGM open box and uses checklist to ensure that there are no missing items, if any 

items are missing AGM calls Archway and orders missing items. 

8. AGM assigns a team member on their shift to set up all pricing and stickers according to the Program 

Guide.  AGM then follows up and checks that all pricing matches. Recognize the Team Member for 

their success. 

9. 5 days prior to the Start of the Experience AGM meets with the closing MIC who will be working the 

day before the start of the Experience and goes over the Road Map and answers any questions.   

10. 5 Days prior to the start of the Experience AGM meets with the opening MIC who will be working 

the day we start the Experience and goes over the Road Map and answers any questions.  

11. 1 Day Prior to the start of the Experience Cleaning Captain removes all window clings  

according to the road map. Closing MIC is responsible for posting all Interior POP. 

12. Start of the Promotion: Opening MIC is responsible for posting all Exterior POP. Cleaning  

      Captain is to hang all Window Clings according to road map. 

11. Day 1 of the Experience RGM & AC are required to work. This is for follow up on the  

      Execution of Training and POP, and to provide Coaching & Feedback as needed. 

12. AC will perform Drive Thru shops on all stores and leave a copy at the restaurant along with    

      Recognition and Coaching for improvement.   

*NOTE: RGM must schedule time for AGM and team can complete Task’s 


